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STATE OF ILLINOIS 

ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 

COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY 
 
Petition for Statutory Approval of a Smart Grid 
Advanced Metering  Infrastructure Deployment Plan 
pursuant to Section 16-108.6 of the Public Utilities Act  

: 
: 
: 
: 
: 

 
No. 12-0298 
On Rehearing 

INITIAL BRIEF OF COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY 

Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd”), by its counsel and in accordance with the 

Rules of Practice of the Illinois Commerce Commission (the “Commission” or “ICC”) and the 

scheduling order of the Administrative Law Judge, submits this Initial Brief. 

I. INTRODUCTION / STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

This rehearing concerns a single issue:  whether ComEd has presented a Revised Smart 

Grid Advanced Metering Infrastructure (“AMI”) Deployment Plan (“AMI Plan”) that complies 

with all of the requirements of Section 16-108.6 of the Public Utilities Act (“PUA”), 220 ILCS 

5/16-108.6, the provision of the Energy Infrastructure Modernization Act (“EIMA”)1 addressing 

AMI deployment.  Section 16-108.6 charges utilities with the responsibility of proposing both 

original and updated/revised AMI Plans and also establishes specific criteria governing the 

Commission’s review of those plans.  220 ILCS 5/16-108.6(c), 16-108.6(e)(3).  The Commission 

correctly determined in June that ComEd had proposed a lawful, compliant AMI Plan and, 

accordingly, approved that Plan with certain modifications.2  Commonwealth Edison Co., Docket 

No. 12-0298 (Order, June 22, 2012) (“June 22 Order”).   

                                                 
1  Illinois Public Act (“PA”) 097-0616, as amended and supplemented by PA 097-0646. 
2  ComEd also sought rehearing regarding two specific portions of the June 22 Order not at issue in this 

rehearing, and ComEd reserves its rights to seek review of those portions of the decision.  However, the 
Commission’s decisions on those issues do not call into question its overall approval of the Plan.   
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Aspects of ComEd’s ten-year AMI Plan – including the planned AMI meter deployment 

schedule – were premised, as one would expect, on projections about the availability of the 

capital required and the appropriateness in any given year of devoting always scarce capital to 

AMI meters.  However, after the hearing on ComEd’s AMI Plan was complete and briefing was 

underway, the Commission issued its May 29, 2012 Order in ComEd’s initial formula rate case, 

Docket No. 11-0721, under which the financial premises of ComEd’s AMI Plan were no longer 

realistic.  Regardless of one’s opinion of the legality of the Commission’s May 29, 2012 Order in 

Docket No. 11-0721, 3 there can be no doubt that it changed ComEd’s formula rate significantly 

and reduced ComEd’s future revenues by hundreds of millions of dollars below the forecasts on 

which the original AMI meter deployment schedule was based.   

ComEd timely submitted a Verified Application for Rehearing (“Application”) and 

supporting Affidavit in this proceeding that set out its changed financial circumstances, and 

explained why the nine-figure deviation from revenues underlying the original AMI Plan 

justified revision to the AMI meter deployment schedule.  The Commission determined, after 

considering that evidence, that the question of the meter deployment schedule should be reheard.  

As shown herein, that determination is analogous to the granting of a new trial in a civil case.  

Once granted, the basis on which the request for a new trial was granted is not revisited in the 

new trial itself.  For example, if a new trial is granted because improper evidence is admitted the 

aggrieved party is not required during the new trial to repeat its argument, or to prove again that 

                                                 
3  ComEd maintains that both the May 29 final Order and the subsequent Order on Rehearing in Docket 

No. 11-0721 contain serious legal and evidentiary errors, and ComEd has sought review of those orders by the 
Appellate Court.  However, whether those Orders are ultimately affirmed or reversed is immaterial to this docket.  
ComEd’s original AMI Plan was based on its reasonable understanding of how EIMA should work, an 
understanding mirroring that of the Illinois House of Representatives itself.  See House Resolution 1157; Trpik, Tr. 
102:3-6.  That understanding is not reflected in ComEd’s current rates.   
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the evidence is not admissible.  The new trial, in short, is not an opportunity to relitigate whether 

a new trial should have been granted.  The same is true of this rehearing. 

Here, ComEd presented a revised AMI Plan and meter deployment schedule that took 

into account both the Commission’s May 29th Order in ComEd’s rate case and the subsequent 

rehearing Order in that case.  The evidence presented proves that the Revised AMI Plan, like the 

original Plan, meets all of the statutory criteria for AMI Plan approval and delivers to customers, 

within the statutory ten-year time frame, all of the benefits of AMI technology that would be lost 

if the only option was a financially impractical or imprudent plan.  Hemphill Reh. Dir., ComEd 

Ex. 15.0 REV, 4:78-5:100. Hemphill Reh. Reb., ComEd Ex. 18.0, 3:58-61.  This Brief analyzes 

that evidence and the applicable legal standards, and explains why ComEd’s Revised AMI Plan 

should be approved.   

II. THE REVISED AMI PLAN MEETS ALL OF THE STATUTORY 
CRITERIA ON WHICH THE COMMISSION MUST EVALUATE IT 

EIMA establishes specific standards – five informational, two technical, and one 

economic – that govern AMI Plan approval.  See 220 ILCS 5/16-108.6(c).  Under Section 

16-108.6(c), the Commission must approve an AMI Plan, as proposed or modified, if those 

standards are met.  The Commission granted rehearing to consider ComEd’s revised meter 

deployment schedule, and consistent with that scope, the changes to ComEd’s Revised AMI Plan 

were limited to those related to that schedule.  O’Toole Reh. Dir., ComEd Ex. 16.0 REV, 7:157 - 

11:223; see also ComEd Ex. 15.03 (redlined copy of Revised AMI Plan). 

As ComEd witness Richard O’Toole explained, some of the AMI Plan milestones and 

metrics are tied to meter deployment, and those milestones and metrics were also changed to 

correspond to the new deployment schedule.  O’Toole Reh. Dir.., ComEd Ex. 16.0 REV, 11:215-

17; see also ComEd Ex. 15.03, pp. 83-5.  Similarly, a handful of factual statements in the 
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customer education and outreach section of the Plan related to the timing of meter deployment.  

Those statements were updated to reflect the revised deployment schedule, and updated 

education and outreach schedules through 2015 were provided.  However, no substantive 

changes were made to the meter technology or to the type or extent of planned customer 

education and outreach activities.  See ComEd Ex. 15.03, pp. 88, 105, 107, 112, and 129-33.  As 

explained by Mr. O’Toole, “the components of ComEd’s AMI Plan addressing ComEd’s AMI 

vision statement, AMI strategy, annual milestones and metrics unrelated to deployment schedule, 

plan for consumer education, interoperability, open standards, cyber security, and the privacy of 

personal information have not changed.”  O’Toole Reh. Dir., ComEd Ex. 16.0 REV, 11:220-23.  

Hence, the Commission’s determinations in its June 22 Order that ComEd’s AMI Plan as 

modified by the Commission satisfies the statutory requirements with respect to the AMI Vision 

Statement, AMI Strategy, Milestones and Metrics, Consumer Education Plan, NIST Standards 

for Grid Interoperability, Cyber Security and Privacy of Personal Information Protections are not 

changed or otherwise impacted on rehearing by the Revised AMI Plan and remain supported by 

the record.  See June 22 Order at pp. 4, 5-7, 19-21, 23-24, 25, 26.   

The remaining statutory requirements that were changed in the Revised AMI Plan -- the 

schedule and plan for universal deployment of AMI meters and ComEd’s demonstration that the 

Revised AMI Plan remains cost-beneficial – were the subject of detailed evidence on rehearing. 

A. Schedule and Plan for Universal Deployment 

ComEd witness Mr. O’Toole both described ComEd’s revised AMI deployment schedule 

and attested to its operational reasonableness.  O’Toole Reh. Dir., ComEd Ex. 16.0 REV, 5:98 - 

11:211.  The revised meter deployment schedule provides for installations to begin in 2015 and 

for AMI meter installations to conclude by December of 2021.  Mr. O’Toole described (Id. at 
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6:122-29) how the revised meter deployment schedule was developed and the operational factors 

taken into account, including the following: 

 Complete deployment within the original ten-year deployment period ending in 2021; 

 Maintain the original functionality timeline to the extent plausible, with functionality 

taking precedence over the number of meter installs; 

 Support a significantly positive net present value of AMI deployment; 

 Maintain or maximize the ability to meet applicable statutory performance metrics to 

the extent plausible; and 

 Reflects plausible staffing strategies for meter installers. 

The Revised AMI Plan, in particular, deploys AMI meters in essentially the same order 

as the original AMI Plan and, like the original Plan, proceeds on an operating center basis.  Id. at 

10:193-95.  The revised schedule contains an appropriately shaped annual installation curve that 

ramps up in the early years, peaks in the middle years, and ramps down in the later years.  Id. at 

10:201-3.  The Revised AMI Plan’s deployment levels remain within the range of levels 

successfully achieved by other utilities similar in size to ComEd across the country.  Id. at 

10:204-6.  The revised deployment schedule also allows back office systems to be in place for 

the higher deployment levels.  Id. at 11:207-8.  As such, the Revised Plan provides for the 

material increments of work to be allocated over the deployment period in a manner that is 

commensurate with the overall work to be undertaken.  Id. at 11:209-11.  The Revised AMI Plan 

is thus consistent with the statutory directive that ComEd’s overall infrastructure investment 

plan, of which the AMI Plan is a major component, “need not allocate the work equally over the 

respective periods, but should allocate material increments throughout such periods 

commensurate with the work to be undertaken.”  220 ILCS 5/16-108.5(b).  The Commission 
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itself has already determined that “[t]he EIMA only requires deployment within 10 years.”  June 

22 Order at 14.  Hence, the revised AMI deployment schedule reflected in the Revised AMI Plan 

is operationally reasonable and prudent, and complies with statutory requirements. 

Staff witnesses concurred that ComEd’s Revised AMI Plan complies with the 

requirement that “the AMI deployment must be completed within 10 years, as required by 

Section 16-108.8(c) of the Act.”  Schlaf Reh. Dir., Staff Ex. 4.0, 2:23-5.  Dr. Schlaf also testified 

that ComEd should “provide a more compelling justification for its proposed delay of 

deployment in its rebuttal testimony on rehearing.”  Id. at 6:121-23.  As explained in Section III 

of this brief, ComEd disagrees with the flawed legal premise of that position.  Nevertheless, 

ComEd provided, in the alternative, detailed testimony answering that question and establishing 

that it is no longer reasonable from a financial perspective to proceed with the original 

deployment schedule.  See Section III of this brief.   

In addition, ComEd witness Mr. O’Toole addressed operational constraints on proceeding 

under the original deployment schedule.  See O’Toole Reh. Reb., ComEd Ex. 19.0.  Mr. O’Toole 

explained that installation of the meter data management system (“MDMS”) prohibits installing 

more than 270,000 new meters through October of 2014.  Id. at 2:42-6.  Similarly, maintaining 

plausible staffing strategies and meeting other operational factors and goals further limits the 

number of meters that can be installed.  Id. at 2:46-3:49.  Finally, the information technology and 

business process work needed to deliver the new functionality provides another limitation on 

AMI meter installations to keep the exposure of new meters installed prior to rollout of new 

functionality to reasonable levels so as to minimize issues and exceptions.  Id. at 5:100-10.  For 
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all these reasons, it is not reasonable or feasible to proceed with the original deployment 

schedule.4 

B. The Revised AMI Plan is Cost-beneficial 

ComEd’s Revised AMI Plan is also cost-beneficial and consistent with applicable 

statutory requirements.  The PUA provides that “[a]fter notice and hearing, the Commission shall 

… issue its order approving, or approving with modification, the AMI Plan if the Commission 

finds that the AMI Plan contains the information required in paragraphs (1) through (5) of 

[Section 16-108.6(c)] and further finds that the implementation of the AMI Plan will be cost-

beneficial consistent with the principles established through the Illinois Smart Grid 

Collaborative, giving weight to the results of any Commission-approved pilot designed to 

examine the benefits and costs of AMI deployment.”  220 ILCS 5/16-108.6(c).  An AMI Plan is 

“cost-beneficial” under the law “if the present value of the total benefits” of the AMI Plan 

“exceeds the present value of the total costs” of the AMI Plan.  220 ILCS 5/16-108.6(a).  The 

“total costs” of an AMI Plan include “all utility costs reasonably associated with [the AMI 

Plan].”  Id.  The “total benefits” of an AMI Plan “include the sum of avoided electricity costs, 

including avoided utility operational costs, avoided consumer power, capacity, and energy costs, 

and avoided societal costs associated with the production and consumption of electricity, as well 

as other societal benefits, including the greater integration of renewable and distributed power 

resources, reductions in the emissions of harmful pollutants and associated avoided health-

                                                 
4 Dr. Schlaf also appeared to ComEd to have proposed an alternative deployment schedule by defining the 

parameters of an alternative schedule.  See Schlaf Reh. Dir., Staff Ex. 4.0, 7:148-52.  ComEd witness Mr. O’Toole 
responded to this apparent proposal by identifying operational issues that such a schedule would pose, issues that he 
concluded meant that it should be rejected.  O’Toole Reh. Reb. ComEd Ex. 19.0, 3:50-6:116.  Upon cross 
examination at the hearing, however, Dr. Schlaf testified that he had not created a specific meter deployment 
schedule.  Tr. at 54:10-14.  To the extent such an alternative proposal is nonetheless made in Staff’s initial brief, 
ComEd will further respond in its reply brief.  
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related costs, other benefits associated with energy efficiency measures, demand-response 

activities, and the enabling of greater penetration of alternative fuel vehicles.”  Id. 

The Commission determined that ComEd’s original AMI Plan, as modified by the 

Commission, satisfied the cost-beneficial requirement.  See June 22 Order at 40.  The original 

cost benefit analysis prepared by Black & Veatch Corporation (“Black & Veatch”), which 

focused on operational benefits, showed that ComEd’s original AMI Plan would result in 

quantifiable benefits that exceed costs, producing a net present value (“NPV”) in excess of $1.2 

billion.  Trump Dir., ComEd Ex. 6.0 REV, 5:100-2.  The revised AMI deployment schedule does 

impact the analysis and calculation of costs and benefits, and Mr. Andrew Trump, Director, 

Utility Practice and an Executive Consultant at Black & Veatch, analyzed the impact of the 

revised deployment schedule on the NPV of costs and benefits under the Revised AMI Plan.  

Trump Reh. Dir., ComEd Ex. 17.0 REV.  Mr. Trump explained that the analysis spreadsheet 

model that was the basis of the original cost benefit study was revised to reflect the revised meter 

deployment schedule.  Id. at 1:19-21.  His analysis showed that ComEd’s Revised AMI Plan 

produced NPV results substantially similar to ComEd’s original AMI Plan, resulting in a NPV in 

excess of $1.0 billion.  Id. at 2:35-7.  Moreover, ComEd also submitted testimony that based on 

the revised AMI deployment schedule net benefits from a peak time rebate (“PTR”) program 

remain positive and range from $27 million to $297 million.  O’Toole Reh. Dir., ComEd Ex. 

16.0 REV, 15:302-10.  Both confirm that the Revised AMI Plan is cost-beneficial by a wide 

margin.  Trump Reh. Dir., ComEd Ex. 17.0 REV. at 2:24-27. 

There is no evidence to the contrary.  Indeed, Staff witness Dr. David Brightwell also 

analyzed the cost benefit analysis of the Revised AMI Plan.  He determined that the Plan remains 

cost-beneficial up to a discount rate of 19.1%, and therefore concluded that “that Revised Plan 
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meets the definition of cost- beneficial.”  Brightwell Reh. Dir., Staff Ex. 5.0, 3:43-4.  Staff witness 

Dr. Schlaf, relying in part on Dr. Brightwell’s analysis, also concluded that ComEd’s Revised 

AMI Plan meets the statutory definition of cost-beneficial.  Schlaf Reh. Dir., Staff Ex. 4.0, 4:72-

8, 8:158-9.  No other witnesses addressed ComEd’s cost benefit analysis. 

III. THE FINANCIAL CIRCUMSTANCES CONTINUE TO CALL FOR 
MODIFYING THE METER DEPLOYMENT PLAN 

ComEd’s Verified Application for Rehearing sought reconsideration of “three aspects of 

the” Commission’s June 22 Order.  Application at 1.  First, ComEd sought rehearing on the 

meter deployment schedule, pointing out that: 

ComEd’s original AMI deployment plan reflected certain expectations 
regarding the revenues and cash flow the company would receive under its 
formula rate.  For the reasons set forth in detail below and in the 
accompanying Trpik Affidavit, the Formula Rate Order is inconsistent 
with those expectations, and would result in a revenue shortfall of 
hundreds of millions of dollars over the next five years. 

Id. at 1-2.  In response to prior Commission calls for detailed financial data supporting the need 

to reconsider the deployment schedule to be included with ComEd’s rehearing application,5 

ComEd submitted to the Commission, along with its Application, the Affidavit of Joseph Trpik 

(“Trpik Aff.”).  Mr. Trpik, ComEd’s Chief Financial Officer (“CFO”), detailed why the “gap 

between [ComEd’s] actual costs and revenues” led him, and ComEd management generally, to 

conclude that it was not “a viable financial strategy” to proceed with AMI meter deployment on 

the original schedule “in light of the projected immediate and long-term revenue and financial 

impacts of the 11-0721 Order.”  Trpik Aff., ¶¶ 1, 7.  Second, ComEd sought “rehearing 

concern[ing] specific statements in the AMI Order that appeared to prejudge the question 

whether an onsite contact – or ‘door knock’” is required.  Finally, ComEd sought rehearing 

                                                 
5 June 22 Order at 14-15 (“[T]he Commission expects that ComEd will request rehearing on this topic, and 

the Commission strongly encourages any rehearing application to make such identifications with particularity.”) 
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concerning the “requirement that ComEd include in its AMI plan various proposals to address 

‘at-risk’ and ‘vulnerable’ populations.”  Id. at 3.  On July 11, 2012, the Commission granted 

rehearing on the first issue only, ruling that the deployment schedule should be reheard.6   

ComEd maintains that the Commission’s decision to “grant rehearing on the deployment 

schedule” (July 11, 2012 Bench Meeting Minutes at 51:8-20) already decided the question of 

whether the deployment schedule should be reconsidered, and that the question now before the 

Commission and the ALJ is simply whether ComEd’s revised AMI Plan, including the revised 

meter deployment schedule, complies with the Act’s criteria for an AMI Plan.  As explained in 

Section III.B, below, the Commission has granted rehearing to assess a revised AMI Plan 

proposal.  It would be legal error to reexamine again, during the rehearing process, the question 

of whether financial concerns warranted reconsideration in the first place.  However, the 

financial imperative behind the modified schedule remains unchanged and powerful, and ComEd 

believes it to be important that the decision here be on the merits of the Revised AMI Plan, not a 

procedural issue.  Therefore, ComEd also presented, in the alternative, additional evidence of 

why the deployment schedule in its Revised AMI Plan is justified by the current financial 

circumstances. 

A. ComEd’s Financial Condition Warrants a Revised Deployment Schedule  

Mr. Trpik testified on rehearing, consistent with his earlier Affidavit, that “it would be 

financially inadvisable for ComEd to proceed with the deployment schedule envisioned by the 

original AMI Plan in light of the immediate and long-term impacts of the [formula rate 

decisions] and the uncertainty of future cost recovery.”  Trpik Reh. Reb., ComEd Ex. 21.0, 5:94-

                                                 
6 That decision was memorialized in a July 12, 2012, Notice of Commission action as well as in the July 

11, 2012 Bench Meeting Minutes (open session) reflecting a 5 to nothing vote in favor of the motion to “grant 
rehearing on the deployment schedule.”  July 11, 2012 Bench Meeting Minutes at 51:8-20.  
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97.  He identified the factors that led to that conclusion and confirmed that it was his 

“professional opinion” as ComEd’s CFO, as well as the view of ComEd management as a whole, 

that a revised meter deployment schedule was required.  Id. at 5:88-97.  

The evidence proved that ComEd based its original AMI Plan on the assumption that 

EIMA would be interpreted -- and thereafter would operate – in a manner financially consistent 

with the interpretation that was subsequently and overwhelmingly confirmed by the Illinois 

House of Representatives in House Resolution 1157.  Because it was not so applied in setting 

ComEd’s rates, Mr. Trpik confirmed that “[c]urrently, ComEd cannot recover its prudent and 

reasonable costs, including its costs of capital, and will experience, in the aggregate, a continuing 

revenue shortfall of about $100 million per year in 2014 and beyond.”  Id. at 1:17-19; accord id. 

at 3:53-58.  Mr. Trpik explained that – all debate about EIMA and its intention aside7 – the 

financial assumptions on which the original meter deployment schedule were based, in fact, 

assumed that ComEd would recover these costs, not only fully, but under “a more timely and 

predictable regulatory framework ….”  Id. at 4:63-66.   

Mr. Trpik explained that “given the significant financial impact of the [formula rate 

decisions], ComEd cannot proceed with the investment in EIMA as originally planned.  The 

Revised AMI Plan responds to our financial condition while at the same time, as other witnesses 

testify, meeting all of the requirements of an AMI Plan.”  Id. at 5:104-09.  Mr. Trpik’s testimony 

thereby establishes why a revised deployment schedule should be approved, should that issue 

remain at this stage, and why the Revised AMI Plan that ComEd proposes addresses that need. 

                                                 
7  ComEd recognizes that some parties, and even the Commission, disagree about the meaning of EIMA 

and the costs it allows ComEd to recover.  ComEd respectfully maintains that EIMA means what ComEd has said, 
and that HR 1157 confirms it.  However, that debate is beside the point here.  Whether ComEd is right or wrong 
about the law, ComEd’s original AMI Plan was based on that belief and premise is now undermined.   
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The facts established by Mr. Trpik’s testimony are undisputed.  The only other witness to 

testify on the question of finances, Staff witness Alan Pregozen (Staff Ex. 3.0), does not claim 

that ComEd can fully recover its costs or dispute ComEd’s evidence that it cannot.  He also 

offers no opinion of the appropriateness of proceeding with an AMI meter investment schedule 

premised on full cost recovery in the face of a $500 million shortfall.  Mr. Pregozen instead 

opines narrowly on ComEd’s ability to access the credit markets and to secure “financial 

resources” through taking on additional debt.  Staff Ex. 3.0, 6:99-7:109.  However, he does not 

opine on whether it would be appropriate, reasonable, or prudent for ComEd to borrow to fund 

faster meter deployment, especially given that ComEd cannot even fully recover its costs of 

measured development.   

Given the question of what deployment schedule should be approved, “[w]hether or not 

ComEd has near-term availability of capital through access to the debt markets is simply not the 

question.”  Trpik Reb., ComEd Ex. 21.0, 3:50-51.  Moreover, Mr. Pregozen’s view that the “case 

for reducing capital expenditures during 2014 is not compelling”8 “rests entirely on his analysis 

of the FFO/Debt ratio, which is just one part of the credit story.  And, credit is, of course, just 

one part of financial strength.”  Id. at 5:91-94.  As Mr. Trpik confirmed, “[t]he negative financial 

impacts of the 11-0721 Orders constrain prudent investment regardless of ComEd’s FFO/Debt 

ratio or its ability, more broadly, to access capital markets without suffering a downgrade.”  Id. at 

5:91-94.  Mr. Pregozen also does not address the overarching significance of ComEd’s inability 

to recover its costs.  Clearly, “increased capital spending would harm ComEd’s financial health 

if the costs of that investment are not recovered.” Id. at 4:62-63.   

                                                 
8  Pregozen Dir., Staff Ex. 3.0, 6:105-06.   
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In sum, ComEd’s testimony considers both the credit and cost recovery sides of the 

equation.  It acknowledges frankly the assumptions on which the original AMI Plan’s meter 

deployment schedule was based, and identifies why those assumptions have materially changed.  

The record establishes that the proper response to the current financial situation, as Mr. Trpik 

stated: 

… is to try to restore balance between revenues, on the one hand, and 
costs and investment expenditures and revenues on the other.  The prudent 
financial response to incomplete and uncertain cost recovery is not to 
borrow and spend more money, regardless of whether ComEd has the 
ability to access the capital markets.   

ComEd Ex. 21.0 at 5:99-102.   

B. ComEd Was Not Required to Reestablish its Financial Condition 

While the question may be academic given the evidence in the record as set out above, 

ComEd nonetheless must renew its legal argument that, once rehearing is granted, the basis on 

which rehearing was granted need not and, indeed, cannot be relitigated.  ComEd sought 

rehearing because of the radically changed financial circumstances it faced and complied with 

the June 22 Order by submitting evidence with its Application showing that ComEd could not 

reasonably meet its original deployment plan due to those financial challenges.  June 22 Order at 

13-14; Application, passim; Trpik Aff., passim.  The Commission granted rehearing on the basis 

of that showing.   

It is well established that the rehearing process operates to vacate or supplant the order or 

judgment, or portion thereof, on which rehearing was granted.  Colesar v. Star Coal Co., 255 Ill. 

532, 544, 99 N.E. 709, 714 (1912) (Holding that remittitur was no longer applicable because 

“[u]pon the unrestricted granting of the petition for rehearing, the whole case was reopened and 

came up for consideration just as though no judgment had ever been entered and no opinion 

filed.”); State Public Utilities Comm’n v. Pittsburgh, C., C. & St. L. Ry. Co., 290 Ill. 580, 584, 
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125 N.E. 495, 497 (1919) (30-day limitation for appeal from Public Utilities Commission ruling 

begins when the final post-rehearing order is entered because “[w]here an unrestricted rehearing 

is granted the whole case is reopened and comes up for consideration as though no judgment had 

ever been entered”).  A rehearing is not an appeal of the original order or judgment and does not 

require the party granted rehearing to again demonstrate that the original order or judgment was 

deficient.  Rather, it is simply a new hearing conducted in accordance with the same legal 

standards that applied in the original hearing.  If any party contends that rehearing was 

improperly granted, they must demonstrate on appeal that the Commission abused its discretion 

in granting rehearing – but that is an issue for appeal that is not germane to the actual rehearing.  

See Klatt v. Commonwealth Edison Co., 33 Ill.2d 481 (1965); Prairie v. Snow Valley Health 

Resources, Inc., 324 Ill.App.3d 568, 571 (2nd Dist. 2001).   

The claim that ComEd must again demonstrate during the rehearing process that the 

original deployment schedule is no longer reasonable is contrary to longstanding principles 

regarding the effect of granting rehearing.  Just as in the new trial scenario discussed above, once 

the decision is made to grant a new trial, the focus goes back to the merits of the case.  

Nonetheless, it is clear that this premise formed the basis for Staff’s recommendation that, if 

ComEd was unable to provide specific justification for its proposed deployment schedule, the 

Revised AMI Plan should not be approved.  Schlaf Reh. Dir., Staff Ex. 4.0, 7:146-52.  Because 

that premise is invalid, Staff’s recommendation cannot properly be followed – even if ComEd 

had not, in fact, provided such evidence.   

Rather, the same criteria and factors that were applied by the June 22 Order must be 

applied on rehearing.  As in the June 22 Order, the Commission should once again evaluate the 

revised deployment schedule before it to determine if it is compliant with EIMA in that it is to be 
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completed within ten years and is cost-beneficial.  There, the Commission acknowledged claims 

that still shorter deployment schedules could accelerate benefits, but also recognized that “EIMA 

only requires full deployment within 10 years – as long as that 10-year deployment is cost-

beneficial.”  Id.  Whether ComEd could now somehow borrow to fund a quicker deployment 

schedule is not a question the law asks.  Clearly, no such showing was required at the original 

hearing.  As was the case when the Commission decided the June 22 Order, ComEd is in the 

best position to understand the operational complexities in determining deployment.  Id.   

IV. CONCLUSION 

For all reasons appearing of record herein, the Commission should approve ComEd’s 

Revised AMI Plan. 
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